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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The Southern Economic Corridor Towns Development Project (the Project) covers Mekong 
Sub-region of three countries of Cambodia, Lao, and Vietnam. In Cambodia, the Project 
activities are in Bavet, Battambang and Poi Pet towns. 

 
This quarterly report presents a summary and analysis of results accomplished under the 
implementation of the updated resettlement plan (URP) and detailed resettlement plans 
(DRPs) of the subprojects in Battambang province (Battambang district), Banteay 
Meanchey province (Poi Pet Town) and Svay Reang Province (Bavet Town). The 
subprojects include wastewater treatment (storm drainage) flood control, and materials 
recovery facilities in Battambang Town, wastewater treatment, solid waste landfill, and 
materials recovery facility in Poi Pet Town and wastewater treatment, material recovery 
facility, and urban roads in Bavet Town. 

 
In this 2nd quarter 2019, data collection through monitoring survey reached 19% of AHs at 
Poi Pet, 20% at Battambang, and 19% at Bavet, so in the global monitoring survey has been 
done for 20% of AHs. Generally, the subproject occupied the main activities of DMS 
process, public meeting and construction activities. At Poi Pet, there’s training provision 
from IRC-WG at national level to provincial level in order to have full awareness in good 
practice of compensation procedure and project implementation to match in accordance to 
URP/DRPs. The IED, as the external monitoring organization, was invited to the meeting 
for project implementation progressing. The IRC-WG also conducted training at 
Battambang town in order to have one standard of contract preform of the AHs. Only the 
Updated Resettlement Plan (URP) for Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage) subproject 
in Poi Pet town was under implementation as it was approved on 25 January 2019. A total 
of 95% of AHs at Poi Pet have signed their contracts, but the AHs at Battambang and Bavet 
subprojects are yet to be provided with their contract offers as the DRPs were still under 
preparation.  
 
As the result, vulnerable group survey accounted for 19% and non-vulnerable group 
accounted of 81% in total. Vulnerable group was reached to widowed, elderly, and poor 
AHs. Regarding the average income per month, the highest amount was more than $7,000 
per month corresponding to 1% of AH. While the average income of the AHs ranged from 
$201-400 per month corresponding to 27% of the AHs, the lowest income was less than 
$100 per month corresponding to 2% of the AHs. Trading and agriculture were the main 
sources of livelihoods. More AHs were made aware about subproject implementation 
because 69% of AHs have participated in consultation meeting when compared to last 
quarter. In terms of monitoring on measurement of loss of assets, there are serious 
complaints regarding incorrect measurements. Linking to the activities of IRC-WG, the 
distribution of project information booklet was assessed at 100%. Through the 
construction activities, 4 AHs are directly impacted and were unsatisfied with the 
compensation cost proposed, the sewage drainage box’s position were located fronting 
their houses , and stockpile of soil in front of A(’s houses (Grievance Redress). It is 
recommended that IRC-WG and PRSC-WG work closely with the PMU and Consultants 
supervising the construction works to address the impacts of construction works that are 
affecting the 4 AHs and compensate them accordingly based on the rates specified in the 
replacement cost study report. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1. External Monitoring Resettlement Monitoring is an integral part of the 
resettlement process which entails monitoring of preparation and implementation of detail 
resettlement plans (DRPs) on Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement (LAR), as laid down in the ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement SPS  , and Royal Government of Cambodia’s RGC  LAR on Standard Operation Procedures . The objective of 
monitoring is to review and access the implementation of DRPs and validate the (i) 
implementation of LAR, (ii) payments to affected persons (APs), livelihood restoration and 
any change in their living standards, achievement of resettlement objectives, (iii) 
effectiveness and adequacy of compensation entitlements of the APs under the subprojects, 
(iv) the remedial measures to address any issue related to payments and implementation 
of LAR, (v) institutional arrangements; and the effective function of the grievance redress 
mechanism. Thus, the monitoring enables the General Department of Resettlement to make 
timely decision on corrective measures needed to implement detailed resettlement plans 
(DRPs) effectively and learn lessons for future policy formulation and planning.  
 
2. External Monitoring Report: The External Monitoring Report is prepared for four 
subprojects namely:  
 

(i) Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage) subproject in Battambang; 
(ii) Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage) subproject in Poi Pet;  
(iii) Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage) Subproject in Bavet; and  
(iv) Urban Roads subproject in Bavet. 

3. The report presents review and validation of URP/DRP implementation which 
reflects the overall progress from December 2018 to February 2019. The report also offers 
review and analysis of the implementation of URP/DRPs, payment of the APs by category of 
the impacts including the allowances and make recommendations to address the issues 
that were identified. During the monitoring period, only the URP for Wastewater 
Treatment (Storm Drainage) subproject in Poi Pet town was under implementation as it 
was approved on 25 January 2019. The DRPs of the remaining three subprojects were still 
under preparation. 
 

1.2 PROJECT BACKGROUND 

 
4. The Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) goal in transport sector is to establish an 
efficient road network that maximizes the contribution of transport sector to economic 
growth, poverty reduction, regional cooperation and globalization. In line with the goals 
and policy objectives, the RGC has put the highest priority in the improvement and 
rehabilitation of the road infrastructure. Therefore, the RGC has obtained a loan and grand 
from Asian Development Bank (ADB) to finance the Greater Mekong Corridor Sub-region 
(GMS) Southern Economic Corridor Town Development Project (the Project). The project 
will enhance the competitiveness of town along the Southern Economic Corridor. The 
project will transform the corridor town of Battambang, Bavet, and Poi Pet into economic 
hubs by improving urban-environmental infrastructure and strengthening institutional 
capacities of provincial and local authorities through the implementation of the following 
subprojects in each town: 
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- Battambang Town: Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage), flood control, and 

materials recovery facility; 
- Bavet Town: Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage), material recovery facility, 

and urban roads; and 
- Poi Pet Town: Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage), Poi Pet solid waste landfill 

and material recovery.  
 

5. Inter-ministerial Resettlement Committee (IRC) through its Working Group (IRC-
WG) is representing RGC in the implementation of the updated resettlement plan (URP) 
and detailed resettlement plans (DRP). The IRC-WG is assisted by the provincial 
resettlement subcommittee working groups (PRSC-WG) in the implementation the 
URP/DRPs. The General Department of Resettlement (GDR) of the Ministry of Economy and 
Finance is the lead agency directly responsible for the preparation, implementation, 
monitoring and reporting of the URP/DRPs. For the URP/DRPs under this Project, the 
Resettlement Department 2 of GDR assisted by the IRC-WG and PRSC-WG is responsible for 
the implementation of the LAR activities under the URP/DRPs. 
 
6. The EMO activities will be carried out for a period of one year and six months (18 
months) on a quarterly basis. The quarterly report will summarize the findings of the EMO, 
including (a) progress of URP/DRP implementation, including any deviations from the 
provisions of the URP/DRP; (b) identification of problem issues and recommended 
solutions to resolve issues in a timely manner; (c) identification of issues of vulnerable 
people as relevant; and (d) report on progress of the follow-up issues and problems 
identified in the previous report. 
 
7. Documents listed below were made available to the IED team without delay to avoid 

subsequent delay in the monitoring process. These documents were reviewed to understand 

project and subproject background, nature of subprojects, their impact, and to support the 

preparation of External Monitoring Tools. 

 
 Resettlement Plan 
 Updated Resettlement Plan 
 Detail Resettlement Plans 
 Compensation Agreement 
 Internal Monitoring Report 
 Loan and Grant Agreements  
 ADB Safeguard Policy Statement, June 2009. 

1.3 SUBPROJECT DESCRIPTION 

1.3.1 Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage) subproject in Battambang 

 

8. The subproject is in 3 communes which are: i.) Anlong Vil in Sangke District, ii.) Prek 
Preah Sdach and iii.) Rattanak both in Battambang municipality. The Battambang Storm 
Drain component of Wastewater Treatment Subproject will be constructed at East side of 
the town, located at Rattanak and Preak Preah Sdach Communes. Total length of Storm 
Drain is approximately 13.093 Km, consisting of Pipe culvert diameter from 800mm to 
1500mm and box culvert sizes from 1.75m with x 1.50m depth to 2.25m with x 1.75m 
depth, and including catch basin, manhole etc. The subproject also will construct the open 
earth canal length approximately 1.371Km and pipe culvert and box culvert crossing to the 
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properties. The designed storm drain is to be laid along unimproved large walkway and in 
middle of existing roads to minimize the impact and reduce the construction cost. The 
alignment of the storm drain is within along the ROW. Figure 1 illustrates the map of the 
Wastewater Treatment Subproject in Battambang 
 

Figure 1: Map of Wastewater Treatment Subproject in Battambang 

 
 
1.3.2 Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage) subproject in Poi Pet 
 
9. The subproject involves the construction of 4 lines of storm drains in Poi Pet Town. 
All these storm drains will start from north of National Road No. 5, crossing the road and 
will end up at the stream border. Total length of the storm drain is approximately 2km. 
Their sizes are 2.0m x 1.5m and 3.0m x 2.0m made up of reinforced concrete box culverts. 
Construction of this storm drains will collect rainwater from the catchment area north of the town and discharge into the O’ Chrov Stream to avoid incident of flooding that occurs 
annually, thus, protecting business and the other properties from the damages caused by 
the flash floods. Figure 2 illustrates the Map of the Wastewater Treatment Subproject in Poi 
Pet. 
 

Figure 2: Map of Wastewater Treatment Subproject in Poi Pet 
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1.3.3 Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage) Subproject in Bavet 
 

10. The Battambang Storm Drain component of Wastewater Treatment Subproject will 
be constructed on the East side of the town, located at Rattanak and Preak Preah Sdach 
Communes. Total length of storm drain is approximately 13.093 Km, consisting of pipe 
culvert diameter ranging from 800mm to 1500mm and box culvert sizes from 1.75m with x 
1.50m depth to 2.25m width x 1.75m depth, and including catch basin, manhole chambers 
etc. The subproject also will construct the open earth canal of length approximately 
1.371Km and pipe culvert and box culvert crossing to the properties. The designed storm 
drain is to be laid along an unimproved large walkway and in middle of existing roads to 
minimize the impact and reduce the construction cost. The alignment of the storm drain is 
within along the ROW. Figure 3 illustrates the Map of the Wastewater Treatment 
Subproject in Bavet. 
 

Figure 3: Map of Wastewater Treatment Subproject in Bavet 

 
 
1.3.4 Urban Roads Subproject 
 
11. The subproject is in three (3) Communes namely (i) Ba Ti, (ii) Bavet and (iii) Chrak 
Mtess in Bavet town. The subproject involves widening and improvement of 9km of 
National Highway No. 01from chainage 159km to 165km in Bavet town. The existing two 
lanes road will be widened and upgraded to four lanes with a median constructed in the 
center for streetlight installation. Pedestrian walkway and footpaths will be constructed 
along the upgraded length of the road. Figure 4 illustrates the layout map of the urban 
roads subproject in Bavet town.  
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Figure 4:  Layout Map of the Urban Roads Subproject 

 

2. Resettlement Impacts and Status of Implementation of DRPs 

 

12. Tables 1-4 summarize the scope of resettlement impacts under each subproject and the 

status of the implementation land acquisition and involuntary resettlement (LAR) activities 

under them. During the monitoring period, only the URP for Wastewater Treatment (Storm 

Drainage) subproject in Poi Pet town was under implementation as it was approved on 25 

January 2019. The DRPs for the remining three (3) subprojects were not implemented as they 

were still under preparation. Under the URP for Wastewater Treatment (Storm Drainage) 

subproject in Poi Pet town, a total of 95% of the AHs signed their contracts and the payments 

for compensation was being processed. No AH received any compensation payment during the 

quarter. Therefore, the actions taken under most of the LAR activities have just been initiated 

and their progress of implementation could not be quantified. However, the status of LAR 

implementation in Tables 1-4 are reported from data of the approved URP/DRPs. These tables 

will used to update the progress of implementation of the LAR activities in the subsequent 

quarterly external monitoring reports. 

 

Table 1: Summary of Implementation Status of LAR under URP for Wastewater 
Treatment (Storm Damage) Subproject in Battambang 

No. Impact as in URP 

Numbers and Quantities 

Impacted 

Implementation Status 

(December 2018-February 2019) 

Remarks Qty 

(m2) or 

Trees 

Total 

No. 

AHs 

Payable 

Payment 

($) 

Payment Made Balance 

No. of AHs Amount 
No. of 

AHs 
Amount 

Draft URP Section II 

1 Land Impacts         

 Land Compensation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No impact 

2 Non-land Impacts         

 Affected Houses 39.29 3 3,644.25 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 
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Affected Stores 
cum Living 
Quarters 

128.53 
 
 

9 3,431.35 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Affected Stores 497.85 22 11,444.24 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Affected 
Secondary 
Structures 

11,478.8
4 

 214,510.97 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Affected Crops 876 2 131.40 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Affected Trees 82  3,196.50 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

3 Loss of Income         

 

Temporary Loss of 
Business Income 
from Small Stores 
and Stores cum 
Living Quarters 

 31 1,150.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

4 

Impact on 
Vulnerable AHs 
and AHs with 
Significant 
Impacts 

 56 9,000.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

5 
One-time Cash 
Assistance 

        

 

Stores, Stores cum 
Living Quarters 
and Main Houses 
to be rebuilt. 

 34 1,122.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

6 Allowances         

 

Resettlement 
(shifting back 
house, store cum 
living quarters and 
stores. 

 34 1,360.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 

Table 2: Summary of Implementation Status of LAR under DRP for Wastewater 
Treatment (Storm Damage) Subproject in Poi Pet 

No. Impact as in DRP 

Numbers and Quantities 

Impacted 

Implementation Status 

(December 2018-February 2019) 
Remarks 

Qty (m2) 

or Nos. 

Total 

No. 

AHs 

Payable 

Payment 

($) 

Payment Made Balance 95% of the 

AHs signed 

their 

contracts 

No. of 

 AHs 

Amount 

($) 

No. of 

AHs 

Amount 

($) 

DRP Section II 

1 Land Impacts 1,874.72 7 632,711.00 0 0.00 0 0.00  

 
Residential Land 
Compensation 

1,874.72 7 632,711.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

2 Non-land Impacts         

 Main structures 747.88 15 92,533.52 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Stores 243.34 1 4,497.18 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Secondary 
Structures 

2,766.62 62 53,972.87 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

3 Affected Crops         
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and Trees 

 Affected Crops 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 No impact 

 Affected Trees 43 8 991.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

 

4 
Impact on 
Livelihood 

        

 
Temporary loss of 
Income from Small 
Businesses 

 16 800.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

 

5 

Vulnerable AHs 
and AHs with 
significant 
impacts 

 7 700.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

 

6 
One-time Cash 
Assistance 

        

 Structures <60m2  13 429.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Structures 
>60m2 

 5 500.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

 

 Relocation  1 200.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

 

7 Allowances         

 
Transport 
Allowance  

 19 790.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

 

 
Disruption  
Allowance 

 19 1,640.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

 

8 
Income 
Restoration 
Program 

 1 300.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in  
progress 

 

 

Table 3: Summary of Implementation Status of LAR under DRP for Wastewater 
Treatment (Storm Damage) Subproject in Bavet 

No. Impact as in DRP 

Numbers and Quantities 
Impacted 

Implementation Status 
(December 2018-February 2019) 

Remarks Qty 
(m2) or 

Nos. 

Total 
No. 
AHs 

Payable 
Payment 

($) 

Payment Made Balance 

No. of 
AHs 

Amount 
($) 

No. of 
AHs 

Amount 
($) 

Draft DRP Section II 

1 Land Impacts 448.81 5 151,347.80 5 0.00 5 151,347.80  

 
Residential Land 
Compensation 

448.81 5 151,347.80 
Work in 
Progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

2 Non-land Impacts  125 150,963.01      

 
Affected Main 
Structures 

139.20 1 10,573.63 
Work in 
progress  

Work in 
progress  

Work in 
progress  

Work in 
progress  

 

 
Affected Secondary 
Structures 

3,701.88 121 
 

129,331.25 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress  

 Affected Stores 25.500 3 11,058.13 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

3 
Impact on Crops 
and Trees 

        

 Crops 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No impact 

 Trees 192 69 5,342.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 
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4 
One-time Cash 
Assistance 

 11 599.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Vulnerable AH  1 100.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Rebuild Main 
Structure 

 1 100.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Rebuild Store  3 99.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Temporary Loss of 
Income 

 4 200.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

5 Allowances  37 3,145.00      

 
Dismantle Main 
Structure 

 1 40.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Transport  4 1,540.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Temporary 
Disruption to 
Business 

 30 990.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
One Month Profit 
Loss 

 1 35.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Loss of Rental 
Income 

 1 540.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

6 
Allowances for 
Rental AHs 

 12 960.00      

 Transport  6 420.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Disruption  6 540.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Table 4: Summary of Implementation Status of LAR under DRP for Urban Roads 

Subproject in Bavet 

No. Impact as in DRP 

Numbers and Quantities 
Impacted 

Implementation Status 
(December 2018-February 2019) 

Remarks Qty 
(m2) or 

Nos. 

Total 
No. AHs 

Payable 
Payment 

($) 

Payment Made Balance 

No. of 
AHs 

Amount 
No. of 
AHs 

Amount 
($) 

Draft DRP Section II 

1 Land Impacts 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0  

 
Land 
Compensation 

0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0.00 No impact 

2 Non-land Impacts  509 376.319.30      

 
Affected Main 
Structures 

103.50 7 3,200.50 
Work in 
progress  

Work in 
progress  

Work in 
progress  

Work in 
progress  

 

 Affected Stores 910.51 73  28,959.66 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress  

 
Temporary 
Structures 

29,062.76 429 344,159.14 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

3 
Impact on Crops 
and Trees 

227 114 7,244.50 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Crops 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No impact 

 Trees 227 114 7,244.50 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 
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4 
One-time Cash 
Assistance 

 161 11,950.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Vulnerable AHs  45 4,500.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Rebuild Partially 
Affected Structures 

 33 3,300.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Rebuild Stores cum 
Living Quarters 
and Stores 

 83 4,150.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

5 Allowances  319 13, 209.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Dismantle   83 3,320.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 
Temporary Loss of 
Income 

 73 3,650.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Disruption   80 2,800.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

 Shifting  83 2,739.00 
Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

Work in 
progress 

 

3. Second Quarterly Findings 

3.1 Household Accessibility by EMO 

13. As the result at Poi Pet town, monitoring survey was conducted for 19% of the AHs 

in this quarter compared to 5% of the AHs surveyed during the last quarter. For 

Battambang subproject the surveyed AHs increased from 18% to 20% and for Bavet 

Subprojects it also increased from 14% to 19% during the second quarterly monitoring 

survey. Therefore, 20% (174/892) is total random selection of affected household among 

DMS data (892) were monitored and observed their impacts after the subprojects 

implementation. Table 5 summarizes comparison of AHs surveys between the first and 

Second Quarter Monitoring Surveys. 

 

Table 5-AH Number and Percentage Comparison between 1st and 2nd Quarterly 
Monitoring Survey  

Province Cities DMS AH Q1 AH Q2 AH Q1 AH% Q2 AH% 

B. Meanchey Poi Pet 67 16 13 24% 19% 

Battambang Battambang 362 64 72 18% 20% 

Svay Reang Bavet 463 65 89 14% 19% 

Grand Total 892 145 174 16% 20% 

 

14. During the monitoring survey, head of AHs were the main persons met, so there are 

135 head of AHs that were randomly interviewed and observed in this quarter which 

equates to 78% - an increase of 3% when compared to last quarter (1st quarter). Spouses 

were found 3% more than last quarter while housewives was at 1% - a decrease of 2% 

during this quarter.  Monitoring survey of Children decreased by 1%, and sister/brother 

also decreased by 1%. The parent enrolled respondent was same at 2% as previous 

quarter. No nephew/niece-in-law was found in this quarter. In total progressive sum-up of 

survey number, data monitoring increased from 145 AHs to 174 AHs in total or by 10%. 
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Table 6 summarizes the comparison of relationship monitoring during the first and second 

quarter.  

 

Table 6-Number and Percentage of Respondent Relationship compares to 2nd Quarter 

Household 
Relationship 

Number of AHs Q1 Number of AHs Q2 % of AHs Q1 % of AHs Q2 

Head of AHs 109 135 75% 78% 

Spouse 14 23 10% 13% 

Housewife 5 1 3% 1% 

Children 9 8 6% 5% 

Sister or Brother 4 4 3% 2% 

Parent 3 3 2% 2% 

Nephew/Niece in 
law 

1 0 1% 0% 

Grand Total 145 174 45% 55% 

 
15. In the 2nd quarter monitoring period 115 AHs were found to be in married status, a 
single AP was found to be divorced and 19 APs were found as widow/widowers. A total of 
112 APs was found to be in normal health conditions or non-vulnerable. For vulnerable 
cases, 25 AHs were found to be elderly and 6 AHs were in widow/widower status. A single 
AHs was under Poor-ID category and another AH was found to be living under the national 
poverty line while landless and disable cases weren’t found. Table 7 summarizes the AHs 
classification being vulnerable and non-vulnerable. 
 
Table 7-AHs Condition Classification bases on Vulnerable and Non-vulnerable Group 

AHs Condition Percentage of AHs Condition 

Vulnerable Group 19% 

Non-vulnerable Group 81% 

3.2 Standard Living of Affected Household 

 

16. During the monitoring period the income of the AHs were obtained and has been 
presented in Figure 5.  It was found that 2 % of AHs income was below $100/per month or 
1% lower than the data of last quarter. The highest income classification of the AHs is 
between $201-$400 representing is 27% or 8% lower than the last quarter. From medium 
to high income group (401-500, 501-700, 701-1000, 1001-2000, 2001-3000), the income 
classification of AHs increased  ranging from 1%-4% from that of  last quarter while 
highest income classification (3001-5000, 5001-7000, >7000) has decreased (1%-2%) 
compared to last quarter. 
 

Figure 5-Income Classification 
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17. Table 8 summarizes the analysis of average income per month by each income 
source for the 2nd quarter monitoring period compares to last quarter. The average income 
source increased by $176 for wages/salary, $591 for agriculture production and $230 for 
others (self-employment, technician, or laborer). However, the decreases were found in 
Child Support by $17, trading $619, and remittances by $150. The average income for 
manufacturing and transportation remained unchanged. The significant decrease under the 
trading income source per month is primarily due to the impacts from the construction 
activities in the town.  
 

Table 8-Average Income by each Income Sources for Q1 and Q2 Comparison 

Source of Income 
Average Income Q1 

$/month 
Average Income Q2 

($/month) 
Variance  

($/month) 

Wages/Salary 407 583 176 

Child Support 250 233 -17 

Trading 1664 1025 -619 

Agriculture 659 1250 591 

Manufacture 500 500 0 

Remittance 600 450 -150 
Transportation 171 171 0 

Others 458 688 230 

 
3.3 Monitoring of Consultation and Information Disclosure 
 

18. With respect to DMS and public consultations, APs’ participation in the meetings were 

found at 69% which is 3% higher than last quarter. It was assessed that most APs are 
aware about DMS information of the subprojects under the corridor town development 
project. Among the information gathered from the meeting, the APs knew about the 
resettlement impacts, compensation payments, and details of DMS of their entitlement for 
compensation.  )n contrast, % of APs didn’t participate in public consultation meeting 
due to the following: 

- About 46% of APs were busy with personal reasons. 

- About 7% of APs were not at home during public meeting. 

- About 15% of APs were elderly or sick. 

- About % of APs didn’t remember of the schedule of the meeting. 

- About 30% of the APs didn’t know about the meeting and assumed no meeting 
will be conducted in their area.  
 

3.4 Satisfaction of AHs with the DMS  
 
19. With the 20% of the AHs conducted for the monitoring survey in the 2nd quarter, all 
the AHs confirmed that the measurements conducted by the IRC and PRSC working groups 
explained to them in detailed about the DMS procedures and adopted them. They further 
confirmed that they were invited and participated in the DMS process of their affected 
assets. 
 
20. Regarding the satisfaction of the AHs on the measurements of their affected assets 
and the construction activities under the subprojects, 2% of AHs confirmed that they were 
very satisfied, 70% confirmed they were satisfied, 26% indicated average satisfaction while 
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2% of AHs were unsatisfied (Figure 6).  The very satisfied rating was confirmed by 4 AHs at 
Battambang who expressed that the infrastructure improvements carried out was within 
the ROW and the measurement were done correctly in accordance with the DMS 
procedures. Regarding the satisfied 70% of AHs, feedback was gathered from 65 AHs in 
Bavet, 49 AHs in Battambang, and 7 AHs in Poi Pet. With respect to the average level 
satisfaction by 26% of AHs, feedback was gathered from 21 AHs from Bavet, 20 AHs from 
Battambang, and 4 AHs from Poi Pet mentioned ordinary feelings towards the subprojects 
at each area. The 2% of unsatisfaction rating were gathered from 3 AHs in Bavet and a 
single AH in Poi Pet. They expressed that they were invaded by the construction activities 
in front of their business entrance from main road to their shops. Even the measurements 
were confirmed corrective and acceptable by them, the activities of construction were 
jeopardizing their businesses.  
 

Figure 6-Satisfaction of AHs on the Measurement of their Affected Assets and 
Construction works 

 
 
3.5 PIB Receiving During DMS Implementation 

 
21. As the quarterly follow-up, PIB have been moving as fast as possible because the 

percentage of PIB receiving was 100% in the 2nd quarter which equal to 64/128 AHs at 

Bavet, 55/128 AHs at Battambang, and 9/128 AHs at Poi Pet. 

Figure 7-PIB Provision to AHs 

76%

100%

24%

Q1 Q2

Received

Didn't received
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3.6 Contract Signing and Compensation Payment Progress  

 

22. During the external monitoring survey for the quarter from December 2018 to 

February 2019, 95% of the AHs signed their contracts under the URP for Wastewater 

Treatment (Storm Drainage) subproject in Poi Pet town and compensation payments were 

still under processing. No contracts were signed or any compensation payments were made 

under any LAR activities under the three (3) remaining subprojects as their DRPs were still 

at the preparatory stage.  

3.7 Grievances Redress Mechanism 

23. The provincial grievance redress committee (PGRC) has been established in 

Battambang, Banteay Meanchey and Svay Rieng provinces to address the complaints of the 

AHs/APs through the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) process outlined in the 

URP/DRPs. Training to PGRC members on GRM was provided by GDR to the PGRC 

members in each province (Battambang on 03/12/2018, Banteay Meanchey on 

30/11/2018 and Savy Rieng on 07/12/2018) to strengthen their capacity on the effective 

functioning of the GRM. The EMO examined that the complaint registration logbooks and 

found that the complaints of the AHs were properly recorded. During the monitoring 

period, a total of 5 AHs out of the 174 AHs raised complaints for resolutions (Table 9). 

Table 9-AHs’ Complain Raising and Feedback in Response to the Issue 

Name and Address of AH Issue Resolution 

Poi Pet Subproject: Wastewater Treatment Subproject Storm Drainage  

Chea Lyna (female), Poi Pet 
village, Poi Pet commune, Poi 
Pet Town, Banteay Meanchey 

province. 

She verbally requested for 
$600 for the affected 
concrete floor. 

Her complaint was accepted 

by IRC-WG and is under 

consideration by GDR and IRC. 

If there’s still no solution, she 
will lodge an official written 

complaint. 

Khim Saveoun (female), Poi Pet 
village, Poi Pet commune, Poi 
Pet town, Banteay Meanchey 
province. 

 

She is not satisfied with the 
compensation of the affected 
shop being proposed. She 
also didn’t get compensation 
for the loss of income from 
the impact on business. Her 
average business income was 
around $320 per month. 

Dissatisfied compensation was 

occurred because cost of 

compensation was not fully 

counted as full price when she 

has done her shop’s yard 
firstly. But she after received 

explanation from IRC-WG & 

IED, the AH agreed to the 

compensation amount. 

Bavet Subproject: Bavet Urban Road Subproject 

Sok Chanthy (Male), Ta Pov 
village, Bavet commune, Bavet 
town, Svay Rieng province 

He did not receive 
compensation payment and 
copy of PIB. 

He was advised that after the 

approval of the DRP by ADB 

and the budget by IRC/MEF, 

the compensation payments 

will be made.  He was assured 
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that a copy of the PIB will be 

provided prior during the 

consultation prior to the 

contract offer. 

Prom Sophal (Male), Ta Beb 
village, Bavet commune, Bavet 
town, Svay Rieng province 

Sewage drainage box culvert 
is constructed in front of his 

house and it’s higher than 
road. 

The complaint was referred to 

civil works contractor and 

MPWT for technical review. 

After the technical review, 

MPWT explained to the AH on 

the location of the sewage 

drainage box culvert as it will 

have no hygienic threats and 

the AH understood the need 

such construction. 

Huoy Saphan (Male), Ta Beb 
village, Bavet commune, Bavet 
town, Svay Rieng province 

Requested backfilling the 
land in front of his house 

This was just the request 

regarding to construction 

activities. 

4. CONCLUSION 

24. The 2nd external monitoring survey of 20% of the DMS data under Battambang, 
Bavet, and Poi Pet subproject URP/DRPs was conducted to determine whether the 
objectives of the URP/DRPs were being met. During the quarter the survey conducted 
about 78% of head of AHs by direct interviews and discussions of their problems. Among them, there’s 5% were married, 14% were widow/widower, and 1% was identified 
divorced. The vulnerable group was counted as 19%, who were elderly, widow/widower, 
poor-ID, and living below poverty line. The non-vulnerable group was counted as 81% 
(from normal health and others).  
 

25. In order to study about economic situation of AHs in this quarter, the AHs earning 
under $100 as regular income per month is around 2%-3% (Q1 & Q2 comparison). Also, 
the less income in between of $101-$200/month is around 7%-10% (Q1 & Q2 comparison) 
while medium income of 201-400 USD/month is around 27%-35% (Q1 & Q2 comparison). 
For income between 401 USD per month to $2000 per month is around 8%-15% (Q1 & Q2 
comparison) while the highest income of $2001-$7000 per month is around 1%-5%. Child 
support and transportation are the low-income sources of AHs in these project sites. 
Overall, the AHs are living in these 3 towns of the subproject areas are not faced with poor 
standards of living and are not landless. The construction is still progressing while the 
distribution of PIBs has been given to all the AHs. Regarding the satisfaction of the AHs on 
the measurements of their affected assets and the construction activities under the 
subprojects, 2% of AHs confirmed that they were very satisfied, 70% confirmed they were 
satisfied, 26% indicated average satisfaction while 2% of AHs were unsatisfied. The AHs 
proposed the following for action: 
 

o Accelerate the process of town development construction by avoiding business 

income loss. 

o Accelerate the construction of sewage drainage system. 
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o Make efficient sewage system capacity in avoiding overflows of sewage 

o Request for loss of business impact compensation. 

o Request to re-build the karalla (Not in belonging land) back. 

o Accelerate the sewage drainage system in order to connect from house sewage 

system to public sewage system. 

o Request to have good lid of sewage drainage. 

o Request to have good road. 

o Request for one month notice in advance prior to construction 

o Do not build sewage drainage box in front and center of people houses and also not 

too high. 

o Accelerate the compensate process 

o Help to reduce the dust pollution by spraying water on the road. 

26. On GRM monitoring, 3% (5/174 AHs) complained about delayed compensation 
complain (2 AHs at Pio Pet and 1 AH at Bavet) and technical sewage drainage facility 
location (2 AHs at Bavet). The latter case on sewage drainage facility location was referred 
to relevant department for solution. 

5. RECOMMENDATION 

27. In term of lesson learnt from complainant AHs few improvements recommended: 

 Accelerate the construction process in avoiding or minimizing impacts to 
business. 

 In term of business impact, IRC-WG/DMS team double checked payment of 
business compensation to AHs with business impact cases. 

 Accelerate the process of payment of compensation to AHs at under all the  

URP/DRPs. 

 Project implementing supervisor shall work closely with contractor in providing 

urgent response to issue of high sewage drainage box culvert and house frontage 

concrete pavement construction. 
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ANNEX A: List of Target Sides for Interview in 2nd Quarter   

No Village Commune District Province Total Ahs 

1 ចេ  ត  ាត់ដ   ាត់ដ   31 

2 ចេ 3 ត  ាត់ដ   ាត់ដ   45 

3 ចេ 4 ត  ាត់ដ   ាត់ដ   46 

4 ា ្ ែ ែ ចតេេ ាត់ដ   ាត់ដ   60 

5 ្ ែ ែ ចតេេ ្ ែ ែ ចតេេ ាត់ដ   ាត់ដ   36 

6 ្ ា ្ម ្ ែ ែ ចតេេ ាត់ដ   ាត់ដ   63 

8 ជា  ្ ែ ែ ចតេេ ាត់ដ   ាត់ដ   31 

9 ា ា  ់  ត្ ែ ាត់ដ   33 
 

No Village Commune District Province AHs total Note 

1 ា ពា  ចាោ ្ ោត ចាោ ្ ោត ទា ា ជ័  8 
Line1 

2 ចាោ ្ ោត ចាោ ្ ោត ចាោ ្ ោត ទា ា ជ័  19 

3 ចាោ ្ ោត ចាោ ្ ោត ចាោ ្ ោត ទា ា ជ័  5 Line2 

4 ច ៅ ចាោ ្ ោត ចាោ ្ ោត ទា ា ជ័  31 Line 3 

5 សា តេ  ច  ចាោ ្ ោត ទា ា ជ័  4 Line 4 
 

ច ា  
ទត ោ ា  ់

េ DMS ពួ ោ ា  ់
   តុ  ច តេ 

Line1 

្ ែចតេ  េ ច ាត ា ត ពា ច ៀ  04 04 

ត  ា ត ា ត ពា ច ៀ  115 111 

តា ស  ា ត ា ត ពា ច ៀ  08 08 

តចៅ ា ត ា ត ពា ច ៀ  126 116 

ា តច  ា ត ា ត ពា ច ៀ  91 88 

ា ត តេ  ា ត ា ត ពា ច ៀ  119 118 

DMSត   463 445 
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ANNEX B: External Monitoring Questionnaire 

ក្រងសណួំរ 

Questionnaires for DMS Compensation  

External Monitoring EMO Corridor Town at Bavet, Poypoit and Battambang Province 

 

លេ ្ ណ / Questionnaire No: ………………………… 

ាេ ល្ /Date: ………/……………/ 2019

PK# :_______________________ 

/Village : _______________________ 

 /Commune : _______________________ 

្  /District: _____________________ 

ល ្/Province: _____________________ 

្ ភា /Interviewer: ________________

I. តា អ អកដែ ្ត  រ ើ ្រា ដែ  ា  (Identification of the Displaced Person (DP) / Affected 

Household (AH)) 

[1]. ល្ ល ្រា (Name of head of household): ______________________ 

[2]. ល្ ្ ្េ ភា (Name of Respondent): ______________________ 

[3]. ល ើ្្ ភ ា វ្ា ល ្រា ? What is your relationship to the household head? 

1.  ល ្រា  (household head) 6.  ឪ  ភ  (parent) 

2.  /្  (spouse)      7.  ឪ  ភ ល  (parent-in-law) 

3.  ល ្  (housewife) 8.  ្ / ្ ្លៃ(brother/sister-in-law) 

4.   (children) 9. ្ / ្ (nephew/niece)

5.  ្ / ្  (sister or brother) 10.  ្ / ្ ្លៃ (nephew/niece-in-law) 

[4]. លេ ល ្រា  ឬ ភជ  ( Contact Number ):      

[5]. ា  ល ្រា  (Age): ___________   

[6]. ល ល ្រា  (Sex):    1.  ្  (male)  2.  ្  (female) 

[7]. ាា ា ាា ា ល ្រា /Marital Status:   
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  1.  ល ៀ ា /Married   2.  លៅេវ/Single 

  3.  លេ េ /Divorced 4.  ល ភា /លា ភា /Widow/Widower 

[8]. ា ្ ( ្វ ) ល ្រា  (Education of the household head):   

 1. ា/elementary    2. ្  វ ាេ / Secondary school 

3. វ ាេ /high school  3. ាវ ាេ /college   

4. វាជវ /vocational 

5. ា ្េល ៀ /No schooling 

  6. ល្េ ៗ (Other, specify):___________ 

[9]. ជ ា្(Ethnicity): 1.  ល /Khmer  2.  ា /Cham 

3.  លវៀ្ា /Vietnamese 4.  ល្េ ៗ/Other, specify) :___________ 

[10]. ល ើ្ាា ា ល ្រា ភ េ ខណ យា ្ល ្? (What is the condition of household 

head?) 

 1. ា (Disable);    2. ា ជា (Elderly) 

 3. ល ភា /លា ភា /Widow/er  4. ភ ណ្ ្  (Poor ID) 

 5. ម  (Landless)  6. ្ា ្ណេល្ា ា្ា ្ ្         (Income below poverty 

line) 

`   7.  ា ា(normal health)  8. ល្េ ៗ (Other)...................... 

II.  តា ្ត ្ាក ូ  (Income information) 

[11]. ល ើ្្ ្ា ្ណេ ់  ្រា ្ ា វ្ ៃ ? What is main income source of your 

family? 

Source of incomes  ល េរលា លៅ េ ល េរលា លៅ េ ា្ ្ េ វ្ ៃ  
ល េរលា លៅ េ 

 Income in Riel  Income in Riel  Income in Riel 

រា ់ប ៀ ្ស 
(Wages/Salary) 

      

ជ  (Trading)        

្ ស ម្ 
(Agricultural product) 
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បសាប ស ៗ (Other services)        

្ ម្ (Manufacture)        

បេា  (Fishing) 
      

រា ់ ប ញ្ើ (Remittance)       

ច្ ្ស្ (Livestock)        

ជ ជ្ េ (Transportation)       

 ា ់ (Hunting)       

ា ជសជ  (Technician)       

ប ស ៗ (Other, 

Specify)............... 

      

[12]. ល ើ្  ល ា ្រា ្ ្ា ្ណេា ា ា ? (What is the average 

monthly income of your household?) 

 ល េរលា លៅ េ ល េរលា លៅ េ 

  

[13]. ល ើ្្ ់ ្ ា ្ា  ្រា ្ ភ វ្ ៃ ? What is main source of cash expense in 

your family? 

Source of Expense  ល េរលា លៅ េ ល េរលា លៅ េ ា្ ា ្ា វ្ ៃ  
ល េរលា លៅ េ 

 Expense in Riel  Expense in Riel  Expense in Riel 

អ ក  (Rice)        

ាា  (Food)        

បរ ឥេធេៈ (Fuel)       

បររឿ សំា  (Cosmetics)        

ស ា  (Health)        

ជ ជ្ េ (Transportation)        

ប ើ្  (Electricity)       

 (Water)       

សំប ៀ  ំា ់  (Clothes)        

ា អ ់  ំ(Education)        

ា ប ៀ ំ ប ស ៗ 

(Ceremony or wedding) 
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សហា ្ (Furniture)        

ា ំាេត (Entertainment)        

ប ស ៗ (Other, 

Specify)......... 
 

      

[14]. ល ើ្  ល ា ្រា ្ ្ា ្ ា ា ? (What is the average monthly expense 

of your household?) 

 

 ល េរលា លៅ េ ល េរលា លៅ េ 

  

II.  ្រ យ្្ តតដែ  ា  ា ា្ដ  (Affected Assets and Measurement) 

[15]. ល ើ្្រា ្ ភ េ វ្េ ា ាេ្ ្លោ ា រល្ភ ្ វ ាា ា  ្ 
ល ឬល ?/Has your family been affected by the Climate Resilient Rice Commercialization 

project? 

 1. ភ /Yes;  2. ភ /No 

[16]. ល ើ្្រា ្ េា ា ា លវ ា ល ែ វ្ ្ល េ េ វ្េ ា ាេ្ រល្ភ
ល ៀ ្ ាវ្ លាា ល ា្  ា្ ល ើ ឬលៅ?/Has your family been measured by 

Corridor Town at Bavet, Poypoit and Battambang project? 

  1. ា /Yes   2. ា /No  

[17]. ្ ល ើ្ ា េា ា លវ ល ើ្ េល  ្ វ្? (If “No” what is the reason?) 
             

             

              

[18]. ល ើ្្ ា ្េ ្ ជ ាា ណ  ល េល វើា ា លវ េ្្ល ឬល ?/ Did you attend public  

meeting?) 

 1. ា /Yes   2. ា /No 

[19]. ្ ល ើ្ ា ្េ ្ ជ ាា ណ ល ើ្ េល  ្ វ្? (If “No” what is the reason?) 
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[20]. ល ើ្្ ា េ ្ភ វ្ ៃ ា ្ ជ ាាា ណ ? (What information have you got during 

public meeting?) 

              

             

              

              

              

[21]. ល ើ្្ ា េ ល ៀវលៅ ្ភ  ្  ល េ្ ជ ាា ណ /ល េល វើា ា លវ េ្្ល ឬល
? (Did you receive PIB during the PC/DMS?) 

  1. Yes/ា    2. No/ ា  

[22]. ្ ល ើ ា េល ើ្ េល  ្ វ្? (If “No” what is the reason?) 

.              

              

              .

               

[23]. ល ើ្្ ្ វ្ ៃ  ល េ្រា ្ ្េ ា ាេ រល្ភ ?(What are your household 

assets affected by the project?) 

 Code ្ ្ ា ាេ/Affected Assets Tick 

1 ល្ /Farmland   

2 េលៅា /Residential land   

3 ាណជ /Commercial land   

4 ្ /House   

5 ្ េ /Store   

6 ្  ្ េ /House – Store   

7 យ ្ /Yard  

8 ្ ា /Kitchen  

9 /Fence   

10 ា  ា  ្ /Concrete pavement  

11 ្ៃវ្េ្ /Box culvert (driveway)   
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12 ា/ល ើ ល ើ/Tree/Crop   

13 េ  /Sewage  

14 ្ណែ  ឬ ្  / Cistern or pond  

15 ល្េ ៗ ជ /Other (Specify)___________________________  

[24]. ល ើ្្ ្ល េ្រា ្ ្េ ា ាេ រល្ភ ភ  ា ា ល ា្ ្ាល ា?                   

(What is the size of your affected assets?) 

Code ្ ្ ា ាេ/Affected Assets /Size (m
2
)/L/n 

1 ល្ /Farmland   

2 េលៅា /Residential land   

3 ាណជ /Commercial land   

4 ្ /House   

5 ្ េ /Store   

6 ្  ្ េ /House – Store   

7 យ ្ /Yard  

8 ្ ា /Kitchen  

9 /Fence   

10 ា  ា  ្ /Concrete pavement  

11 ្ៃវ្េ្ /Box culvert (driveway)   

12 ា/ល ើ ល ើ/Tree/Crop   

13 េ/sewage  

14 ្ណែ  ឬ ្  / Cistern or pond  

15 ល្េ ៗ ជ /Other (Specify)_______________  

 

[25]. ល ើ្្ /្រា ្ ល ្្្លា ា ា លវ លេើ្ ្ល េ ា ាេទ លា យា ាល
?/ How are you/your family satisfied with the measurement on the affected assets? 

1 ល ្្ ៃ់ /Very satisfied  

2 ល ្្/Satisfied  

3 /Average  

4 ល ្្/Unsatisfied  

5 ល ្្ទេល្លា /Very unsatisfied  

6 /Don’t know  
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[26]. ល ើ ល ្្ឬ ល ្្ទេល្លា , ល ើ្្ ភ េល  ្្ វ្ល ?/If unsatisfied or very 

unsatisfied, what is your main reason? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………… 

[27]. ល ើ្្ /្រា ្ េយា ាល ្លា រណ ា ្ ្ ល េល វើា ា លវ លេើ្
្ល េ ា ាេ ្ ?/What do you think about the inter-ministerial resettlement 

committee measuring your properties affected? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………… 

 IV. ា តា  ្តរោ អក  ា  (APs’ Comments) 

[28]. ល ើ្្រា ្ ាៃ ភ ា ្ាា ល្េ ៗ ជា ា ា លវ លេើ្ ្ល េ ា ាេលៅ 
រល្ភ រល្ភ ល ៀ ្ ាវ្ លាា ល ា្  ា្ ឬល ? (Have your family ever 

complained about measurement on the affected assets by Corridor Town at Bavet, Poypoit 

and Battambang project?) 

 1. ាៃ (Yes) when;  2. ាៃ (No)  3. (Don’t know) 

[29]. ល ើាៃ , ល ើ្្ាា ្ ជា វ្? (If YES, what was the complaint about?) 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

[30]. ល ើ្្ ាៃ ា េលោ ទេ្ ា ្ាា ល្េ ៗល េល ើ្ភ  ្ ្ ា ជា ា លវ
លេើ្ ្ល េ ា ាេលៅរល្ភ រល្ភ ល ៀ ្ ាវ្ លាា ល ា្  ា្
ល ឬល ? (Have your family ever known or heard any complained about measurement on the 

affected assets by Corridor Town at Bavet, Poypoit and Battambang project?) 

 1. ាៃ (Yes);  2. ាៃ (No)  3. (Don’t know) 

[31]. ល ើាៃ , ល ើ្្ាា ្ ជា វ្? (If YES, what was the complaint about?) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

[32]. ្ ល ើភ ា ្ាា , ល ើ្ភ លា ្ា ល ើ្ល ើ ល ឬល ?  
(In case there is a complaint (s), is there any solution happened?  

 1. ភ (Yes) WHEN ;  2. ម (No) 

[33]. ល ើភ ា ្ាា ល្េ ៗ ល ើ្ល ើ ទ ជា រល្ភ រល្ភ ល ៀ ្ ាវ្ លាា ល ា្  

ា្ , ល ើ្្  ឬ ្ ្ ល វើា ្ាាា ្ ា? (If there are any in relation 

the Corridor Town at Bavet, Poypoit and Battambang project, who have you or your villagers 

filed a complaint to?) 

1 ាាា េោា  (Local authorities)  

2 ាាា ្  (District authorities)  

3 ្  រណ ា  (sub-committee)  

4 រណ ា ្ ្ (IRC)  

5  (Don’t know)  
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[34]. ល ើ្្ ភ ្លយ េ វ្ ល ា ្លា ា ា លវ លេើ្ ្ល េ ា ាេលៅរល្ភ រល្ភ
ល ៀ ្ ាវ្ លាា ល ា្  ា្ ល ឬល ? (Do you have any comments/suggestions 

about measurement on the affected assets by Corridor Town at Bavet, Poypoit and 

Battambang project?) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………… 

[35]. ណ្្ា (Note) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………….………………………………………. 

……………………………………….……………………………………….……………………………………….……………………………………….………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………….………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………….………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………….………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………….………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………….……………………………………… 

 

      Name and Signature of Interviewer   Name and Signature of Respondent 

(ល្   ា្លេ់ ្ ្ ភា )      (ល្   ា្លេ់ ្ ល វើ ភា
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ANNEX C: Meeting on Updated New Construction Plan at Bavet 

 

I. New Map of drainage and construction about 7 kilometers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

របូាងលលើ៖ បលងទ់ី ងំដែលនងឹ្រវូល្វើ DMS ្ម ី
 

ារអលងេរាសដ់វងលអិំរ (DMS)  
្រុមារារអនតរ្រសួងនឹងល្វើារ្សង់ទិនននយទលលលលើារាស់ដវងែីដ្ស ែីូូម ិ ្ទះ នងិ្លែំ  ំ

លែើម្បីរំណរ់អរតសញាណ្បពលលរែដដែលរង្ល់បពះលល់លយទមល្ងង  ារាស់ដវងលំអិរ (DMS) 
នឹងល្វើល ើងលៅ្្ៃទី ២៨ ដែមរា ្នំ ២០១៩  រនងុូូមិចំនួន ៣ មឺ៖ 

1. ូូមិ្ចរាវ 
2. ូូមិាវិរលលើ 
3. ូូមិាវិររ ាល 
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 ANNEX D: Activities of IRC-WG by fill the new form of contract letters, construction 

sides and meet AHs in 2nd Quarter 
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****Construction Sides at Bavet city at Svay Rieng Province 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*****Construction Sides at Battambang Province     *** Contract letter for AHs Banteay Meanchey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


